Rationale: The boys in William Golding's *Lord of the Flies* were stranded on a deserted island after their plane crashed onto it. In order to survive, they were forced to set up their own society with rules, jobs, and leaders. However, we can see that their society is slowly beginning to crumble by the middle of the novel.

Directions: Pretend that you are stranded on a deserted island with your Survivor game group members and you now must create a society. Use the following questions to guide your writing:

- Who is the leader?
- What particular roles would each member assume? What are the titles for these roles?
- What type of governing system would be in place? (dictatorship, democracy, etc., or create your own)
- What rules would be implemented?
- How would lawbreakers be punished?
- Create a group name (to be used throughout the unit for the Survivor game)

Be sure to compare/contrast your society with the society the boys created in *Lord of the Flies*. Explain why your society would work better than theirs, citing specific examples from the book to support your answers.